
Vernon 
Community

outdoor 
School

an opportunity to expand                    

your personal limits                                    

- mind, body, heart, spirit -                           

as you deepen your sense of wonder            

about the natural world,                          

face challenges                                       

that the natural world offers,                

and grow in confidence & comfort               

within the natural world.

Upon active participation &            
full engagement in the outdoor school, 

students may receive credit for:
• Environmental Science

• Leadership

• PE Leadership

• Strength & Conditioning

• “Peak” Program

• as well as developing the Core Competencies 
(thinking, personal, social, and communica-
tion) of the B.C. Education Plan

All Participants               
will be required           

to bring to each session:
• a bicycle and 

helmet 

• proper cloth-
ing and 
footwear for 
all elements

• a backpack

• healthy 
snacks and 
lunch, as well 
as a water 
bottle

• a journal and writing/drawing tools

Facilitator Doug Ondrik               
has been passionate about                   

the natural world since he can           
remember.  He loves how                      

it surprises him -                                 
how it calms his spirit -                      

gives him a sense of wonder -             
and has challenged him                         

to physically push himself                   
beyond his imagined capacities         

over and over again.                                
He has passed on his love                   

of the natural world to his wife,          
4 sons, & countless students.                                      

Doug has a degree in                      
Physical Education from UBC,          

as well as over twenty-five years of    
experience as an educator.



                        

As you grow into adulthood, you are required to expand your personal limits - just like a seed coat 
has to crack open for the plant inside to develop.  At Vernon Community Outdoor School, we believe 
that the natural world provides an astonishing playground of opportunities which for thousands 
of years have prepared young people - such as yourself - for the challenges they will face in their 
adult lives by pushing them beyond the known.
As you face challenges in the natural world, you will grow in your ability to problem solve, con-
sider alternatives, as well as be required to wrestle with what is right and what is wrong.  You will 
find yourself afraid, and have to dig deep and uncover courage that was hidden within.  Your 
body will become stronger and you will become more attuned to the unique rhythms of your 
body. You will push your body to do things your mind cannot yet conceive of.  You will grow in 
confidence, agency, and the deep understanding that you can handle yourself and support others 
in a world that is often unpredictable and full of challenge.

an opportunity to e x p a n d your personal limits               
- mind, body, heart, spirit -   


